Experimental pre-clinical assessment of the primary stability of two cementless femoral knee components.
To achieve long-lasting fixation of cementless implants, an adequate primary stability is required. We aimed to compare primary stability of a new cementless femoral knee component (Attune®) against a conventional implant (LCS®) under different loading conditions. Six pairs of femora were prepared following the normal surgical procedure. Calibrated CT-scans and 3D-optical scans of the bones were obtained to measure bone mineral density (BMD) and cut accuracy, respectively. Micromotions were measured in nine regions of interest at the bone-implant interface using digital image correlation. The reconstructions were subjected to the implant-specific's peak tibiofemoral load of gait and a deep knee bend loading profiles. Afterwards, the implants were pushed-off at a flexion angle of 150°. Micromotions of Attune were significantly lower than LCS under both loading conditions (P ≤ 0.001). Cut accuracy did not affect micromotions, and BMD was only a significant factor affecting the micromotions under simplified gait loading. No significant difference was found in high-flex push-off force, but Attune required a significantly higher load to generate excessive micromotions during push-off. Parallel anterior and posterior bone cuts in the LCS versus the tapered bone cuts of the Attune may explain the difference between the two designs. Additionally, the rims at the borders of the LCS likely reduced the area of contact with the bone for the LCS, which may have affected the initial fixation.